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Energetic particle (EP) transport in 
stellarators

• Energetic particle confinement: remains important 
question for existing and future 3D systems
– Heating efficiency, ignition margin, PFC damage
– Very difficult to achieve good alpha particle confinement 

for stellarator reactors – not at tokamak levels yet

• EP confinement improvement examples
– LHD inward shifted discharges
– J-optimization, QO systems
– Large aspect ratio IPP designs
– NCSX design and ARIES-CS study

• Should consider both classical and turbulent losses 

EP loss channels
Classical orbit loss

Instability-induced loss (Alfvén modes)



Outline
• Introduction

– Stellarator optimization
– Confinement optimization targets

• Energetic particle confinement
• Energetic particle stability



Synthesis of 3D configurations
• Coils     outer magnetic surface shape      physics properties

• 3D shapes open up very large design space: effectively ~ 40 independent 
parameters (A. Boozer, L. P Ku, 2010) based on SVD analysis

• Axisymmetric tokamak shape parameters: R0/a, !, "
• Thought experiment: quantize shape parameters into 10 levels

– 103 2D configurations vs. 1040 3D configurations => “combinatorial explosion”

• STELLOPT:
Adjust plasma

boundary
or coil 

geometry
shape

Solve 3D
equilibrium Calculate

#2 (physics + engr. targets)

Levenberg-Marquardt
or other method used 

to minimize #2



Examples:

• Quasi-symmetry B = B(ψ,MΘ-Nζ) Nührenberg (1988)

– Ideal (but unachieved) goal

– Quasi-helical (M,N integers), quasi-toroidal (N=0), quasi-poloidal (M=0)

• Quasi-omnigeneity can further improve closed contour configurations
–

– Constant |B| contour spacing
Cary, Shasharina (1997)

• Bmin and Bmax contours
– Min/max along field line make const. on flux surface

– Deeply trapped: Bmin(ψ), Transitional: Bmax(ψ)

Orbit confinement has been a dominant factor in 
stellarator optimization

IV. CONFINEMENT PROPERTIES OF THE OPTIMIZED
CONFIGURATIONS

In conjunction with the above optimization process, it is
important to use various measures to evaluate the optimized
configurations. As the optimization will not generally lead to
the precise alignment of J* and magnetic flux surfaces, it is
difficult to judge the relative merits of different optimized
cases, simply by plotting the J* contours. We have chosen to
evaluate both the transport of thermal plasma and the con-
finement of energetic species �e.g., as required for plasma
heating⌅. Both of these measures are too time consuming to
be incorporated directly into the optimization loop.

A. Thermal transport

In order to compare the thermal transport of the configu-
rations presented in Sec. III, we have followed the Monte
Carlo evolution20 of 256 particles started at a single radial
location (⇧⇤0.25⇧max), with a random distribution in pitch
angle, poloidal and toroidal angles, and a monoenergetic dis-
tribution in energy. The background plasma has a density of
5�1013 cm⇥3 and a temperature of 1 keV; the test particle
energy is also 1 keV. The ratio of the collision frequency to

the bounce frequency is around 10⇥3, placing the plasma in
a regime where deeply trapped particles complete many
bounces in the local ripple wells. The same random number
seed was used for each configuration so that initial condi-
tions are equivalent. We monitor the escape of particles and
energy through the outer flux as a function of time and use
this as our basic measure of thermal confinement. This loss
rate has the advantage of including both the direct prompt
orbit losses as well as diffusive losses and involves no as-
sumptions regarding localized transport.

In Fig. 5 we show the particle loss rates versus time for
the original, Bmin-optimized, and J*-optimized cases along
with an equivalent tokamak case. The latter configuration is
arrived at from the J*-optimized case by retaining only the
n⇤0 harmonics. These results clearly demonstrate that the
optimization procedure can substantially reduce loss rates,
leading to about a factor of 10 reduction over the initial
unoptimized configuration. The J* optimized case is also
within a factor of 3–4 of the equivalent tokamak loss rates.

A further interesting consequence of quasiomnigenous
systems is that transport is not automatically ambipolar and

FIG. 3. The J* contours at ⇥/⇤⇤1.08 for �a⌅ unoptimized and �b⌅
J*-optimized configurations.

FIG. 4. The �B� contours evaluated at the plasma edge for �a⌅ the unopti-
mized case and �b⌅ the J*-optimized case.
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important to use various measures to evaluate the optimized
configurations. As the optimization will not generally lead to
the precise alignment of J* and magnetic flux surfaces, it is
difficult to judge the relative merits of different optimized
cases, simply by plotting the J* contours. We have chosen to
evaluate both the transport of thermal plasma and the con-
finement of energetic species �e.g., as required for plasma
heating⌅. Both of these measures are too time consuming to
be incorporated directly into the optimization loop.

A. Thermal transport

In order to compare the thermal transport of the configu-
rations presented in Sec. III, we have followed the Monte
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tribution in energy. The background plasma has a density of
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energy is also 1 keV. The ratio of the collision frequency to

the bounce frequency is around 10⇥3, placing the plasma in
a regime where deeply trapped particles complete many
bounces in the local ripple wells. The same random number
seed was used for each configuration so that initial condi-
tions are equivalent. We monitor the escape of particles and
energy through the outer flux as a function of time and use
this as our basic measure of thermal confinement. This loss
rate has the advantage of including both the direct prompt
orbit losses as well as diffusive losses and involves no as-
sumptions regarding localized transport.

In Fig. 5 we show the particle loss rates versus time for
the original, Bmin-optimized, and J*-optimized cases along
with an equivalent tokamak case. The latter configuration is
arrived at from the J*-optimized case by retaining only the
n⇤0 harmonics. These results clearly demonstrate that the
optimization procedure can substantially reduce loss rates,
leading to about a factor of 10 reduction over the initial
unoptimized configuration. The J* optimized case is also
within a factor of 3–4 of the equivalent tokamak loss rates.

A further interesting consequence of quasiomnigenous
systems is that transport is not automatically ambipolar and
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D. Spong, S. Hirshman, et al.
(first use of STELLOPT, 1998)
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3 methods for creating rotational transform
(L. Spitzer, 1951; C. Mercier, 1964)

• Plasma 
current (3D 
tokamak)

• Planar axis, 
rotating 
cross-
section 
(LHD, ATF)

• Helical 
magnetic 
axis (TJ-II, 
HSX, W7-X, 
H1-NF)Configuration scaling: i / Nfp = const., <R>/<a>/ Nfp = const., Nfp = field periods

Rotational transform
(= 1/q) profiles

X 10

field lines magnetic axis



• Stellarator/tokamak hybrids

– NCSX

– QPS

– Tilted coils
transform amplifier

• Reverse field pinches
– single helicity states
– sustainment, transport barriers

Proto-CIRCUS - Columbia Univ.
A. Clark, F. Volpe, et al. (2014)



Outline
• Introduction
• Energetic particle confinement

– Orbit equations and types
– Adiabatic invariants/reduced models
– Optimization targets
– Configuration categorization based on closed |B| contours

• Energetic particle stability



Particle Orbits in 3D fields
• Guiding-center

– Canonical coordinates (A. Boozer, R. White, 1981)
• Only involves |B| and currents in straight field line 

coordinates

– Non-canonical coordinates (Littlejohn, Cary 1979-83)
• Lie-transform perturbation methods, variational action 

integral
• Coordinate-free 

– Adiabatic invariants: ! = #v%& /2B, J=∮#v∥, v)=∇+×-./Ze

• Lorentz equation: G.C.
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Particle trajectories in 3D configurations: 
many new classes of orbits

Stellarator (Er added for 
confinement of trapped and 
transitional orbits)

trapped-passing
transitional

locally trapped

passing Banana-tip jitter
(Goldston, White, Boozer, 1981)

ripple trapped

Tokamak with ripple and TBM



J optimization – simplest to apply to ≥ 5 field 
period QO systems, but should be extendable to 
other configurations (QH, QA)

IV. CONFINEMENT PROPERTIES OF THE OPTIMIZED
CONFIGURATIONS

In conjunction with the above optimization process, it is
important to use various measures to evaluate the optimized
configurations. As the optimization will not generally lead to
the precise alignment of J* and magnetic flux surfaces, it is
difficult to judge the relative merits of different optimized
cases, simply by plotting the J* contours. We have chosen to
evaluate both the transport of thermal plasma and the con-
finement of energetic species �e.g., as required for plasma
heating⌅. Both of these measures are too time consuming to
be incorporated directly into the optimization loop.

A. Thermal transport

In order to compare the thermal transport of the configu-
rations presented in Sec. III, we have followed the Monte
Carlo evolution20 of 256 particles started at a single radial
location (⇧⇤0.25⇧max), with a random distribution in pitch
angle, poloidal and toroidal angles, and a monoenergetic dis-
tribution in energy. The background plasma has a density of
5�1013 cm⇥3 and a temperature of 1 keV; the test particle
energy is also 1 keV. The ratio of the collision frequency to

the bounce frequency is around 10⇥3, placing the plasma in
a regime where deeply trapped particles complete many
bounces in the local ripple wells. The same random number
seed was used for each configuration so that initial condi-
tions are equivalent. We monitor the escape of particles and
energy through the outer flux as a function of time and use
this as our basic measure of thermal confinement. This loss
rate has the advantage of including both the direct prompt
orbit losses as well as diffusive losses and involves no as-
sumptions regarding localized transport.

In Fig. 5 we show the particle loss rates versus time for
the original, Bmin-optimized, and J*-optimized cases along
with an equivalent tokamak case. The latter configuration is
arrived at from the J*-optimized case by retaining only the
n⇤0 harmonics. These results clearly demonstrate that the
optimization procedure can substantially reduce loss rates,
leading to about a factor of 10 reduction over the initial
unoptimized configuration. The J* optimized case is also
within a factor of 3–4 of the equivalent tokamak loss rates.

A further interesting consequence of quasiomnigenous
systems is that transport is not automatically ambipolar and

FIG. 3. The J* contours at ⇥/⇤⇤1.08 for �a⌅ unoptimized and �b⌅
J*-optimized configurations.

FIG. 4. The �B� contours evaluated at the plasma edge for �a⌅ the unopti-
mized case and �b⌅ the J*-optimized case.
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they therefore retain some degree of dependence of transport
rates on the radial electric field. Quasisymmetric configura-
tions should be isomorphic to tokamak transport,21 which is
independent of the electric field. In Fig. 6 we show examples
of transport levels for the above J*-optimized case in the
presence of a potential profile that is zero at r⇤0 and rises
near the plasma edge. As may be seen, moderate levels of the
electric field can suppress density losses even below the
equivalent tokamak level.

We next vary the background plasma density over the
range of 1012– 1014 cm�3 to examine the collisionality scal-
ing of transport for the J*-optimized configuration ⇥in this
case with e⌅/kT ion⇤0⇤. The results shown in Fig. 7 indicate
that transport in the J*-optimized configuration has a similar
dependence as the tokamak and shows no evidence of a 1/⌃
ripple transport regime. The unoptimized configuration also
shows no indication of 1/⌃ transport, possibly due
to the fact that trapped orbits are directly lost on time
scales ( loss⇤0.2–0.4 ms) less than that for collsions
⇥0.17 ms⇥ 90⇥7.5 ms over the range of density considered
here⇤.

B. Energetic particle transport

The confinement of collisionless energetic particles is
one of the primary motivations for the optimizations dis-

cussed here since the thermal particle confinement can, even
without optimization, be improved by control of the ambipo-
lar electric field.6 Due to the fact that most heating schemes
rely on some form of energetic particle tail population, heat-
ing efficiencies can depend sensitively on the confinement of
this species.

In order to compare the two configurations we have fol-
lowed orbits at 40 keV that initially pass through the mag-
netic axis over a range of pitch angles and find that the un-
optimized configuration has a loss cone over �0.2
⇥(v � /v)0⇥0.4. In contrast, the J*-optimized configuration
has no loss cone and confines the same orbits over the full
range of (v � /v)0 . Besides confining the trapped orbits, the
optimization also reduces the deviations of passing orbits
away from flux surfaces. The deeply trapped orbits in the
optimized configuration move on superbanana trajectories
⇥i.e., banana-shaped orbits formed by many longitudinal
bounces within a field period⇤ and are confined up to ener-
gies at which their drift per bounce becomes too large for the
longitudinal invariant J* to be conserved. For the example
configuration considered here, this occurs at around 400
keV. In Figs. 8⇥a⇤ and 8⇥b⇤, we display orbits in the
J*-optimized configuration with increasing energy for ⇥a⇤ a
deeply trapped orbit ⇧(v � /v)0⇤0.1� and ⇥b⇤ a copassing or-
bit ⇧(v � /v)0⇤1.0� for energies of 100, 200, and 400 keV.
The trapped orbit has lost confinement at around 400 keV.
The passing orbits are still confined, but with significant dis-
placements away from flux surfaces (�/a⌥0.5). The deeply
trapped orbits show an interesting property of confined su-
perbanana stellarator orbit trajectories in that, unlike normal
tokamak banana orbits, the superbanana width is essentially
independent of energy ⇥i.e., due to the fact that for trapped
particles and in the absence of electric fields J* does not
depend on energy⇤. To the extent that J* is conserved, rela-
tively arbitrary energies will be confined on the same trajec-
tory. The point at which J* conservation is lost due to the
drift per bounce becoming too large can be extended by in-
creasing the B field or increasing the device size.

By scaling up the magnetic field and determining the
maximum confined energy, we have predicted the increase in
geometric size and magnetic field that would be required to
confine 3.5 MeV alpha particles in our J*-optimized ex-
ample. In Fig. 9 the loss fraction of alphas is plotted as the

FIG. 5. The Monte Carlo particle loss rates through the last closed flux
surface versus time for the original unoptimized configuration, a
Bmin-optimized configuration, a J*-optimized configuration, and an equiva-
lent tokamak.

FIG. 6. Monte Carlo particle loss rates for the J*-optimized case with
various levels of a radial ambipolar electric field present.

FIG. 7. The scaling of loss rates with density ⇥collisionality⇤ for the original
unoptimized case, the J*-optimized case ⇥with e⌅/kT ion⇤0⇤, and the
equivalent tokamak case.
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D. Spong, et al., POP (1998)

IV. CONFINEMENT PROPERTIES OF THE OPTIMIZED
CONFIGURATIONS

In conjunction with the above optimization process, it is
important to use various measures to evaluate the optimized
configurations. As the optimization will not generally lead to
the precise alignment of J* and magnetic flux surfaces, it is
difficult to judge the relative merits of different optimized
cases, simply by plotting the J* contours. We have chosen to
evaluate both the transport of thermal plasma and the con-
finement of energetic species �e.g., as required for plasma
heating⌅. Both of these measures are too time consuming to
be incorporated directly into the optimization loop.

A. Thermal transport

In order to compare the thermal transport of the configu-
rations presented in Sec. III, we have followed the Monte
Carlo evolution20 of 256 particles started at a single radial
location (⇧⇤0.25⇧max), with a random distribution in pitch
angle, poloidal and toroidal angles, and a monoenergetic dis-
tribution in energy. The background plasma has a density of
5�1013 cm⇥3 and a temperature of 1 keV; the test particle
energy is also 1 keV. The ratio of the collision frequency to

the bounce frequency is around 10⇥3, placing the plasma in
a regime where deeply trapped particles complete many
bounces in the local ripple wells. The same random number
seed was used for each configuration so that initial condi-
tions are equivalent. We monitor the escape of particles and
energy through the outer flux as a function of time and use
this as our basic measure of thermal confinement. This loss
rate has the advantage of including both the direct prompt
orbit losses as well as diffusive losses and involves no as-
sumptions regarding localized transport.

In Fig. 5 we show the particle loss rates versus time for
the original, Bmin-optimized, and J*-optimized cases along
with an equivalent tokamak case. The latter configuration is
arrived at from the J*-optimized case by retaining only the
n⇤0 harmonics. These results clearly demonstrate that the
optimization procedure can substantially reduce loss rates,
leading to about a factor of 10 reduction over the initial
unoptimized configuration. The J* optimized case is also
within a factor of 3–4 of the equivalent tokamak loss rates.

A further interesting consequence of quasiomnigenous
systems is that transport is not automatically ambipolar and

FIG. 3. The J* contours at ⇥/⇤⇤1.08 for �a⌅ unoptimized and �b⌅
J*-optimized configurations.

FIG. 4. The �B� contours evaluated at the plasma edge for �a⌅ the unopti-
mized case and �b⌅ the J*-optimized case.
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J optimization (contd.)
Large aspect ratio QO configuration
[Mikhailov, Shafranov, Nührenberg, et al, Nuclear 
Fusion 2002]

Finite b effects on J contour centering [A. Ware, S. Hirshman, et al., PRL 2002]

Also, significant
improvements in J 

seen for W7-X at b ~ 5%



EP confinement improvements
• Bounce/velocity-averaged radial drift parameter 

(analogous to  NEO eeff for low n transport)

V. Nemov, S. Kasilov, W. Kernbichler, G. Leithold, POP 2005

• Monte Carlo
– Mynick, Boozer, Ku (POP, 2006) find NCSX fast ion 

confinement improved by adding mirror term: local well near 
magnetic peak vs. in magnetic slope region

– Reactor size NCSX a losses reduced from 27% to < 10%
– Particle noise may favor genetic or differential evolution 

optimization methods

For



Outline
• Introduction
• Energetic particle confinement
• Energetic particle stability

– EP turbulence impacts confinement
– Categories of EP instability
– Alfvén instability basics: gap structure, eigenmodes
– Gyrokinetic models – full/reduced
– Gyrofluid models – application to LHD and TJ-II
– Methods for controlling EP instabilities



Fast ion instabilities and confinement
• Tokamaks show 40-60% of fast ion energy can be lost 

when EP instabilities are present [DIII-D, W. Heidbrink, 
Nuclear Fusion 48 (2008)]

• Stellarator options for mitigation
– High density operation

– ECH suppression (as in tokamaks, M. Van Zeeland, et al.)

– ECCD => modify iota (Heliotron-J)

– Direct optimization of Alfvén gap structures

Loss scaling in LHD – K. Ogawa



Stellarator reactors at high density sample a 
different EP regime than tokamaks

• At steady-state   !"#$" =
!&'
( )*v D. Sigmar, et al. Phys. Scripta 1987

• Since ,-. ∝ 01&2/' !&,   
!"
!&

depends only on Te (for Te= Ti)



Stellarator reactors at high density sample a 
different EP regime than tokamaks

• AE stability limits also scale with Te, (with a weak density 
dependence), e.g., Fu-Van Dam (1989)

!" #∗%
# − '

( ) > !+
vA
v. where ) = 0(1 + 20( + 205)6789 0 = v:

v%
• N. Ohyabu, et al., PRL 2006 consider low temperature, high density 

reactor with Te,i = 6 to 7 keV
– But thermal stability feedback loop: rising T => more alpha heating

Tokamak reactor (20 – 30 keV)High density stellarator reactor (6 - 7 keV)



Stellarator reactors at high density sample a 
different EP regime than tokamaks

High density 
increases

energy scattering 
range/minimizes 
lossy pitch angle 
scattering range

High density/low T 
reactor may be able 

to stay on stable 
side of AE’s



Categories of EP-driven instability
• Thermal plasma-driven MHD instabilities that are 

augmented or suppressed by energetic particles
– EIC mode, fishbones, sawteeth, infernal modes

• Stable MHD waves that are destabilized by EP
– ★AE modes (★ = T, G, H, M, C, RS, B, BA, …)
– Can be classified as gap (mode coupled) or extremal modes

• Some possible good effects
– Channeling: direct transfer of EP energy to core ions

• Beta-induced Alfvén and acoustic Alfvén modes (BAE, BAAE)
– Alpha ash removal

• But, since highest energy EP component can be 
rapidly transported, deleterious for PFC‘s and power 
balance



LHD gyrokinetic
TAE

A growing collection of models/codes 
are available for AE’s in 3D systems
• Alfvén continua and gaps

– CAS3D, STELLGAP*

• Stable Alfvén modes
– CAS3D, AE3D*

• Perturbative stability models
– CAS3D-K, AE3D-K, CKA-EUTERPE

• AE resonance mapping
• Hybrid fluid particle models

– MEGA, M3D-K

• Gyrofluid: FAR3D
• Gyrokinetic: GTC, GENE, GS2, EUTERPE
*Available on GITHUB

TJ-II continuum gaps

LHD particle-AE
resonance map



Open/closed Alfvén gaps: show 
which modes are viable for 
destabilization

Cylindrical n = 3 Alfvén
continua: ω2 = k||

2vA
2

Toroidal n = 3 Alfvén
continua

Toroidal n = 3
Alfvén-acoustic continua

Effective inertia along magnetic field line ~

Bending energy ~

nionmion / B
2

k||
2 = 1

qR
nq −m( )2     n, m = integers

Extremal gaps

Toroidal gaps

Alfvén acoustic gaps

Elliptical gaps

∂k||vA
∂r

= 0; k||,m ≠ −k||,m+1 k||,m = −k||,m±1 k||,mvA = −k||, ′mCS



Toroidal mode number (n) is not a good 
quantum number for 3D configurations

• Field period symmetry: Nfp

replicated elements

• Toroidal coupling => mode 

families, rather than single 

toroidal modes:

n’ ± n = kNfp, k = 0, 1, 2, …

• Finite number of families:            

1 + Nfp/2 for even Nfp and 

(Nfp-1)/2 + 1 for odd Nfp

• Computational difficulty

– High Nfp easiest

– Low Nfp hardest

n = ±1 mode family couplings

6 families

3 families

3 families

2 families

2 families

1 family

/DIII-D

Nfp=> ∞



Stellarators include both tokamak-like Alfvén gaps as 
well as ones unique to 3D (helical and mirror Alfvén
gaps)

55 kHz

38 kHz

continuum

global

190.8 kHz
182.4 kHz 167.6 kHz

230.8 kHz
180.2 kHz

F
re

qu
en

cy
 (k

H
z)

230.8 
kHz



Gyrokinetic models for 3D configurations

• Reduced vs. complete models
– Perturbative linear wave-particle energy transfer model
– Global !f PIC or continuum models

• GEM: flux tube approach generalized to flux surface – each field line 
different in 3D

• Global: GTC, EUTERPE

• Kinetic ions, fast ions: full GC orbits followed
– charges, currents allocated over local gyro radius template 

for field solve
– Maxwellian, slowing-down distribution options

• Several options for electron and field models
– Adiabatic, Fluid/hybrid, Fully kinetic
– Electrostatic (ITG), electromagnetic (Alfvén instability)



Linear gyrokinetic wave-particle energy 
transfer method:

• Used in AE3D-K, EUTERPE, and VENUS codes

LHD TAE mode
B = 3.1T, nfast(0) = 1.2 × 1018 m-3

! ∝ ∫
$%&'()*+,-. / 0
1234 454678

Stable AE mode structuren = 1, -9 continuum structure

Time-average growth rates Distribution function sensitivity

D. Spong, et al., Contr. to
Plasma Physics 50 (2010) 708.

A. Mischenko, et al., NF (2014).



Gyrokinetic modeling of 3D systems

Scatter:
charges/currents
interpolated onto

grid

Field Solve:
Calculate ϕ and A||
Apply mode filter

Gather:
add up forces on

each particle

Push:
advance particle 

positions/velocities

VMEC fixed or
free boundary
3D equilibrium

Transform to
Boozer

coordinates

Collapse Boozer
double Fourier
series to single

series over toroidal
mode number

3D equilibrium
preparation

GTC/gyrokinetic time evolution



GTC modeling of AE instabilities in LHD
D. Spong, I. Holod, Y. Todo, M. Osakabe, Nuclear Fusion (2017)

• Equilibrium and profiles

• Typical Alfvén instablility evolution 



GTC finds linear EP-driven modes with frequencies 
aligned with the primary TAE continuum gaps

n = 1 n = 2



The GTC model has been applied linearly and nonlinearly 
for several different 3D configurations (2015 ISHW)

2015 JIFT exchange collaboration
with Y. Todo – comparison with MEGA

Nonlinear n = 1 evolution in LHD

W7-X n = 6 TAE instabilityLHD n = 3 BAE instability



Efficient reduced dimensionality method: gyrofluid

• TAEFL (tokamak only) => FAR3D (tokamak&stellarator)

• MHD + gyrokinetic moments/Hammett-Perkins closure

• ~ 1000 times faster than gyrokinetic models
– Good for parameter scans, Potential for optimization target

• Solution methods
– Initial value – fastest growing instability
– Eigenvalue hunting => can find multiple/sub-dominant modes

FAR3D

2018 RSAE Benchmark study

LHD: J. Varela, D. Spong, et al.,
Nuclear Fusion (2017)

TJ-II: J. Varela, D. Spong, et al., 
Nuclear Fusion (2018)

Tokamak:
D. Spong, B. A. Carreras, C. L. 
Hedrick, Phys. Fluids B 4 (1992)
D. Spong, Nuclear Fusion 53 (2013)



Gyrofluid Equations couple reduced MHD 
with Hammet-Perkins closure relations 

Reduced MHD equations (assumes small β, ε,          )k|| / k⊥

Basic fast ion Landau closure equations:
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Recent upgrades 
(collaboration with Jacobo
Varela, Luis Garcia):

• Thermal ion and EP FLR 
effects added

• Multiple fast ion species
• Two fluid (ion/electron) 

thermal plasma
• 3 and 4 field EP model
• Nonlinear terms



Application to LHD
• J. Varela, D. Spong, L. Garcia, Nuclear Fusion (2017)
• TAE modes + MHD interchange/ballooning, parameter 

scans, eigenmode structures

TAE TAE TAE

TAEInterchange Interchange

n = 1

n = 2

Alfven Eigenmodes in LHD 11

Figure 4. Instability growth rate (AE or interchange mode) of the toroidal modes n = 1 to 4 for di↵erent values of �f and S (SW
equil.).

Growth rate contours vs. S and βfast



Application to TJ-II

Profile BProfile A

J. Varela, D. Spong, L. Garcia, Nuc. Fusion (2018) Mostly helical Alfvén
eigenmodes (HAE), parameter scans, eigenmode structures



A. V. Melnikov et al, NF 54, 123002, 2014.

TJ-II shows many examples of dynamical 
frequency sweeping as the iota profile is 
changed:



Gyrofluid model reproduces TJ-II frequency sweeping effects 
as iota profiles are displaced

- Iota variations cause 
frequency sweeping, 
showing inverse 
correlations between 
growth rates and 
frequency. 

- As iota changes and 
the frequency sweeps, 
different helicities 
become dominant



NSTX Alfvén mode suppression correlated with 3D coils

• A. Bortolon, PRL (2013), EPS (2014)

• ELMs triggered 2 ms after MP starts

• Two dominant TAEs observed
– n=2, 65 kHz;  n=3, 75 kHz

• 3D Alfvén continuum (STELLGAP model) 
shows toroidal coupling effects near edge 
=> increased damping for TAE

EAE

TAE



Control of EP-driven modes in stellarators
• AE control in existing devices:

– Rotational transform control, ECH deposition
– High density operation (shorter tslow-down, smaller bEP)

• 3D shaping optimization for future designs
– AE gap width and locations determined by variation in 

gρρ, |B| and i
– Suppress or enhance?
– Could try to make gρρ/B2 uniform on surface to reduce gap width
– Target more uniform density of eigenstates vs. frequency => close off 

open gaps
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Conclusions/Summary
• Energetic particle (EP) confinement remains an important 

stellarator optimization goal
– Reactor-grade confinement: stellarators still have some “catching up” to 

get to tokamak levels
– Fusion power balance probably okay, PFC loading not

• EP confinement different, depending on optimization approach
– Helically, toroidally, poloidally closed contours of |B|, QO-improvements

• Long vs. short trapped particle bounce orbits

• Focused vs. diffuse loss patterns

– Innovations needed: better optimization, or ways to deal with EP losses 
(divertors for EP, liquid metal walls, etc.)

• A variety of EP instability models have been developed and 
provide understanding of EP observations
– Stable Alfvén gap, mode structure and frequency spectra
– Gyrokinetic, gyrofluid, particle-mode energy transfer

• EP stability optimization tools (ECH, ECCD, iota control, direct 
optimization) available => more tests needed


